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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, 
needs their writers to submit something soon... And is printed each day that classes are in 
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publication via e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the 
opinions of the authors.
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BULLSHEET MEATING NOTES

I think we should crush Hospitals!
All: Crush Hospitals!!!
Claire: We should destroy a vital part of America’s infrastructure!!
 (claire is either a war criminal or has just seen way too much of the darkside of 
the american healthcare system

So imagine this you are ust sitting on the steps of your townhouse in New York and 
this gorgeous bombshell walks by, she’s dressed skimpy but not too skimpy, just 
enough to get it going for you. She walks pretty close to you but not too close like 
she’s walking closer to you than the streat. And you yell out “hey pretty mama” and 
she doensn’t respond so you go “heyy give me a smile”, and your like w”what i was 
being nice why didn’t she respond. That’s catcalling, that’s what catcalling is.
Oh I get it. Now that I have a townhouse in Brooklynn it all makes sense.

mmmhmmananmaman I love the taste of paint

My dream is to die in a Tesla
My dream is to get hit by a self driving tesla

I have never touched my belly button.
My parents had to cut holes in my onesies for belly button access.
Like so you could touch your belly button?
yeah.

You really  nommed into that. 
Ate that aluminum can
Is that what throat goat means?
William Kelsey was throat goat tonight
There’s a metallic taste in my mouth and I can’t tell if it’s aluminum can or blood

Evie! Evie! did you know that Willem Dafoe has a massive cock!? 
I know! I’ve seen it! (the video)

So Bullsheet trip, we should go to China but not really China because of like the laws 
but really it is China and then just gamble a bunch of money.

Kanye has started a cult, have you seen the Donda school?
He has a dog school?

Crawfish boil is on April 30th!!!! - The Staff
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I AM NOT A 
GAY FISH!!

-BLYTHE

DCGA MORE LIKE DCGHEYTHAT’SMY SCOOTER

Wake up everyone! It’s your favorite washed up former President with three meetings 
worth of updates! Don’t worry, I’ll try and focus on the highlights. DCGA recently ap-
proved the Formula 1 Club. I guess that makes sense cuz based on how people drive 

around campus half of yall already think you’re in Formula 1🤧. I was late to the Senate
that day cuz I was getting free crepes down at Eisner (what’s the worst that could hap-
pen? Is Alex Pan gonna spank me?). Then, Speaker Waters got stern with the Senate 

saying “I f you haven’t joined a committee you NEED to 🤧”. Okay then Speaker Waters
make me 🤧. 

The most dramatic item of the last three weeks was the election for the Retention and 
Enrollment Committee. During debate, it was revealed that the candidates behavior had 

been extremely gross and harmful to the campus last year which divided the Senate. 
Some were apologists, figuring ““I dk he seems like a good guy now”, “Last year was 

last year”, “We still need someone to be on the committee, keep bias out of it.” Whatever 
happened to being discerning moral agents lol? Others felt DCGA felt like it was their 
duty to be judge, jury, and executioner. One Senator even suggested that DCGA should 
have access to conduct records?! Right! What could possibly go wrong with that!? The 

debate devolved into some weird mixture of McCarthyism, the January 6 Hearings, and a 
TeenVogue gossip column.  After about 20 minutes the candidate was brought back before 
the Senate to answer for his crimes, delivering a speech that was eerily similar to a forced 
Youtuber apology video. After 45 minutes, his election was denied but most of the Senate 

abstained (how is 45 minutes not enough time to decide on your vote?!). 
Alex led us in a vision building and goal setting session last week. We conducted an on-
line survey where the last question was “Where do you hope DCGA will be in 3 years?” 

Here are my favorite responses:
Abolished

Knobel Hall
Idk

For me? Well. I just want everyone to realize that the real DCGA was the friends we 
made along the way.  

This week, 10 minutes had passed since DCGA was supposed to start and it hadn’t yet 
so I attempted to stage a coup. I went to the front to take control of DCGA but President 

Pan came to stop me. I was told that commandeering the meeting was “against the rules.” 
Alex’s charm and boyish good looks won me over. 

Later in the meeting, DCGA almost unanimously passed a resolution that would delete 
its own MyDenison page. As hilarious as that would’ve been, I took action to prevent 
DCGA’s further descent into techno-fascism. The main point of the resolution was to 

start storing DCGA’s documents with the University Archives. Even though we passed 
the resolution, the great history of DCGA will not stand the test of time for time is a 

cruel mistress. All is temporary and will fade to dust but time will march on. When they 
burned the Library of Alexandria, the crowd cheered in horrible joy. They understood 
that there was something older than wisdom, and it was fire, and something truer than 

words, and it was ashes. 

-DANIEAL SEALAY


